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Find courses matching 
your predicted grades 

Find your five UCAS course 
choices the quick and easy  
way. Filter undergraduate 
courses by your expected 
grades, location and any 
universities you’re already 
interested in.

   Courses and Subjects

Stay on top of your uni choices

Browse subject guides

Not sure what course you want to study yet? Our subject guides reveal everything you need to know 
about studying this subject at university, from typical entry requirements to career prospects.

Choosing a subject
So the one thing you know is that 
you want to go to university – the 
hard bit is deciding on what to 
study, and where. Here’s what you 
should be asking yourself…

Choosing a uni
Don't know which university to 
choose? To help you find the uni 
that's right for you, make sure you 
factor these things into your 
research…

Comparing courses
So you’ve decided on a subject to 
study at university, but there are so 
many courses to choose from – 
how do you pick just five? Here’s 
how to narrow your options down.

Entry requirements 
explained
Entry requirements may seem 
straightforward on paper, but in 
practice, there can be more than 
meets the eye. Here’s exactly what 
they mean and how universities 
use them.
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Optional: filter courses by entry requirements by selecting your predicted grades. Qualification not here? Use UCAS points.
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5 Personal statement  
dos and don’ts 
We asked uni staff to tell us their top tips 
for personal statements (as well as their 
pet hates!). Head to our advice articles 
to find out what they told us – and while 
you’re there, check out our personal 
statement guides tailored by subject. 
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Shortlist your  
favourite courses  
Create your own course  
shortlist to come back to later,  
to print or to share via email  
with your family and tutor.

Honest student reviews  
The stuff you won’t find in a prospectus – our university 
profiles feature real-life comments from current students on 
what it’s really like to study there, from the accommodation 
and academic experience to living costs and local nightlife. 

“Manchester nightlife is second to 
none. Whatever your music taste, 
you’ll find a club or venue to cater 
for you. Factory and 42s are great 

for indie music.” 
2nd year, Electrical engineering
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Reveal how competitive  
the course is 
We exclusively reveal the 
percentage of last year’s  
applicants receiving offers for  
a course (provided by UCAS)  
– giving you an idea of just how 
competitive a course might be. 
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